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stevan harnad (1990): the symbol grounding 
problem

for symbols in AI systems to have meaning, 
they need sensory grounding (or: bodily 
grounding, or external grounding)



emily bender and alexander koller 
(2020)

language models lack sensory 
grounding, and don’t have meaning or 
understanding
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do humans need sensory grounding for 
meaning, understanding, and thinking?



thomas aquinas (1200s): “there’s nothing in the 
mind that wasn’t first in the senses”.

(if so, thinking and understanding require 
sensory capacities — at least in humans)



diderot, condillac (1700s): sensism

no cognition without sensation



avicenna/ibn sina (1000s): there can be thinking 
without sensing



Avicenna’s Floating Man



Avicenna’s Floating Man
[Ibn Sina, De Anima, ~1027] 

“…He was just created at a stroke, fully 
developed and perfectly formed but with his 
vision shrouded from perceiving all external 
objects – created floating in the air or in the 
space, not buffeted by any perceptible current of 
the air that supports him, his limbs separated and 
kept out of contact with one another, so that 
they do not feel each other. Then let the subject 
consider whether he would affirm the existence 
of his self. There is no doubt that he would affirm 
his own existence, although not affirming the 
reality of any of his limbs or any external thing.”



avicenna: floating man can think about himself 
without ever sensing (and without sensory 
capacities?) 

others: he could also think about mathematics, 
logic, philosophy, and could form hypotheses 
about external reality.



if so, thinking and understanding don’t require 
sensory capacities



still: some sorts of thinking and understanding 
require sensory capacities



a system without senses couldn’t fully 
understand

redness

how to ride a bike

though it could perhaps have a partial 
understanding of these things



likewise: an AI system without sensory input 
could think about

itself

math and logic

hypotheses about the external world

but there would be limits on its understanding 
in sensory and bodily domains



same for language models:

LLMs don’t need sensory grounding for thinking 
and understanding (in general);

but they arguably need sensory grounding for 
some sorts of thinking and understanding.



Q: does sensing boost thinking (to a new level) 
in language models?

(and in intelligent creatures generally?)



pure language models

vs.

multimodal language models



pure language models have text inputs and 
outputs, but not human-style senses

multimodal models also process quasi-
sensory inputs (images, audio, …) and 
quasi-embodied outputs





multimodal language models have some 
capacities that pure language models lack:

sensing

bodily action

perceptual understanding?

embodied know-how?



question: do multimodal models outperform 
language models on domains they share

text-only tasks?

tests of cognition and reasoning?



expectation (pre-LLMs): yes

multimodal systems will outperform pure 
text systems

pure language models may work for language 
tasks but not for thinking



now: not so clear

pure LLMs excel at many non-linguistic tasks

multimodal LLMs sometimes have a small 
boost, sometimes not











multimodal models are valuable: 

“a picture is worth a thousand words”:   
image training may carry more data

but pure models with enough text data can 
perform as well: then sensing isn’t boosting 
thinking to a new level that can’t be reached 
without it



these results provide at least some evidence 
against sensism



finally: do large language models understand?



to answer this well, we may need conceptual 
engineering (not just software engineering!)

engineer new concepts of understanding, 
thinking, meaning



b-understanding: to behave as if one 
understands

e-understanding: to experience as if one 
understands



current language models may b-understand but 
not e-understand

beyond that, do they really understand?

at some point this becomes a verbal question



do LLMs need sensory grounding for thinking and 
understanding?   no 

do they need sensory grounding for some sorts 
of thinking and understanding?   yes 

do they need sensory grounding for good enough 
performance on cognitive tasks?   no 

do current LLMs understand?   mu


